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Isthmus-based Parallel and Asymmetri 3DThinning Sheme and AlgorithmsMihel Couprie and Gilles BertrandUniversité Paris-Est, LIGM, Équipe A3SI, ESIEE Paris, Frane⋆⋆e-mail: mihel.ouprie�esiee.fr, gilles.bertrand�esiee.frAbstrat. Critial kernels onstitute a general framework settled in theontext of abstrat omplexes for the study of parallel thinning in anydimension. We take advantage of the properties of this framework, topropose a generi thinning sheme for obtaining �thin� skeletons fromobjets made of voxels. From this sheme, we derive algorithms thatprodue urvilinear or surfae skeletons, based on the notion of 1D or2D isthmus.1 IntrodutionWhen dealing with skeletons, one has to fae twomain problems: topology preser-vation, and preservation of meaningful geometrial features. Here, we are inter-ested in the skeletonization of objets that are made of voxels (unit ubes) in aregular 3D grid, i.e., in a binary 3D image. In this ontext, topology preservationis usually obtained through the iteration of thinning steps, provided that eahstep does not alter the topologial harateristis. In sequential thinning algo-rithms, eah step onsists of deteting and hoosing a so-alled simple voxel, thatmay be haraterized loally (see [1,2℄), and removing it. Suh a proess usuallyinvolves many arbitrary hoies, and the �nal result may depend, sometimesheavily, on any of these hoies. This is why parallel thinning algorithms aregenerally preferred to sequential ones. However, removing a set of simple voxelsat eah thinning step, in parallel, may alter topology. The framework of ritialkernels, introdued by one of the authors in [3℄, provides a ondition under whihwe have the guarantee that a subset of voxels an be removed without hangingtopology. This ondition is, to our knowledge, the most general one among therelated works. Furthermore, ritial kernels indeed provide a method to designnew parallel thinning algorithms, in whih the property of topology preservationis built-in, and in whih any kind of onstraint may be imposed (see [4,5℄).Among the di�erent parallel thinning algorithms that have been proposedin the literature, we an distinguish symmetri from asymmetri algorithms.Symmetri algorithms (see e.g. [6,7,8℄) (also known as fully parallel algorithms)produe skeletons that are invariant under 90 degrees rotations. They onsist ofthe iteration of thinning steps that are made of 1) the identi�ation and seletion
⋆⋆ This work has been partially supported by the �ANR-2010-BLAN-0205 KIDICO�projet.



of a set of voxels that satisfy ertain onditions, independently of orientation orposition in spae, and 2) the removal, in parallel, of all seleted voxels fromthe objet. Symmetri algorithms, on the positive side, produe a result thatis uniquely de�ned: no arbitrary hoie is needed. On the negative side, theygenerally produe thik skeletons, see Fig. 1.
(a) (b) () (d)Fig. 1. Di�erent types of skeletons. (a): Curvilinear skeleton, symmetri. (b):Curvilinear skeleton, asymmetri. (): Surfae skeleton, symmetri. (d): Surfaeskeleton, asymmetri.Asymmetri skeletons, on the opposite, are preferred when thinner skeletonsare required. The prie to pay is a ertain amount of arbitrary hoies to be made.In all existing asymmetri parallel thinning algorithms, eah thinning step isdivided into a ertain number of substeps. In the so-alled diretional algorithms(see e.g. [9,10,11℄), eah substep is devoted to the detetion and the deletion ofvoxels belonging to one �side� of the objet: all the voxels onsidered during thesubstep have, for example, their south neighbor inside the objet and their northneighbor outside the objet. The order in whih these diretional substeps areexeuted is set beforehand, arbitrarily. Subgrid (or sub�eld) algorithms (see e.g.[12,13℄) form the seond ategory of asymmetri parallel thinning algorithms.There, eah substep is devoted to the detetion and the deletion of voxels thatbelong to a ertain subgrid, for example, all voxels that have even oordinates.Considered subgrids must form a partition of the grid. Again, the order in whihsubgrids are onsidered is arbitrary.Subgrid algorithms are not often used in pratie beause they produe ar-tifats, that is, waving skeleton branhes where the original objet is smooth orstraight. Diretional algorithms are the most popular ones. Most of them areimplemented through sets of masks, one per substep. A set of masks is used toharaterize voxels that must be kept during a given substep, in order to 1) pre-serve topology, and 2) prevent urves or surfaes to disappear. Thus, topologialonditions and geometrial onditions annot be easily distinguished, and theslightest modi�ation of any mask involves the need to make a new proof of thetopologial orretness.



Our approah is radially di�erent. Instead of onsidering single voxels, weonsider liques. A lique is a set of mutually adjaent voxels. Then, we identifythe ritial kernel of the objet, aording to some de�nitions, whih is a unionof liques. The main theorem of the ritial kernels framework [3,5℄ states thatwe an remove in parallel any subset of the objet, provided that we keep at leastone voxel of every lique that onstitutes the ritial kernel, and this guaranteestopology preservation. Here, as we try to obtain thin skeletons, our goal is tokeep, whenever possible, exatly one voxel in every suh lique. This leads us topropose a generi parallel asymmetri thinning sheme, that may be enrihed byadding any sort of geometrial onstraint. For example, we de�ne the notions of1D and 2D isthmuses. A 1D (resp. 2D) isthmus is a voxel that is �loally likea piee of urve� (resp. surfae). From our generi sheme, we easily derive, byadding the onstraint to preserve isthmuses, spei� algorithms that produeurvilinear or surfae skeletons.2 Voxel ComplexesIn this setion, we give some basi de�nitions for voxel omplexes, see also [14,1℄.Let Z be the set of integers. We onsider the families of sets F
1
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1
1, suh that
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n, n ≥ 2, thatis the Cartesian produt of exatly d elements of F
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1
0is alled a fae or an d-fae of Z

n, d is the dimension of f . In the illustrationsof this paper exept Fig. 6, a 3-fae (resp. 2-fae, 1-fae, 0-fae) is depited by aube (resp. square, segment, dot), see e.g. Fig. 4.A 3-fae of Z
3 is also alled a voxel . A �nite set that is omposed solely ofvoxels is alled a (voxel) omplex (see Fig. 2). We denote by V

3 the olletion ofall voxel omplexes.We say that two voxels x, y are adjaent if x∩ y 6= ∅. We write N (x) for theset of all voxels that are adjaent to a voxel x, N (x) is the neighborhood of x.Note that, for eah voxel x, we have x ∈ N (x). We set N ∗(x) = N (x) \ {x}.Let d ∈ {0, 1, 2}. We say that two voxels x, y are d-neighbors if x ∩ y is a
d-fae. Thus, two distint voxels x and y are adjaent if and only if they are
d-neighbors for some d ∈ {0, 1, 2}.Let X ∈ V

3. We say that X is onneted if, for any x, y ∈ X , there exists asequene 〈x0, ..., xk〉 of voxels in X suh that x0 = x, xk = y, and xi is adjaentto xi−1, i = 1, ..., k.3 Simple VoxelsIntuitively a voxel x of a omplex X is alled a simple voxel if its removal from
X �does not hange the topology of X�. This notion may be formalized with thehelp of the following reursive de�nition introdued in [5℄, see also [15,16℄ forother reursive approahes for simpliity.
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d(a) (b)Fig. 2. (a) A omplex X whih is made of 8 voxels, (b) A omplex Y ⊆ X ,whih is a thinning of X .De�nition 1. Let X ∈ V
3.We say that X is reduible if either:i) X is omposed of a single voxel; orii) there exists x ∈ X suh that N ∗(x)∩X is reduible and X \ {x} is reduible.De�nition 2. Let X ∈ V

3. A voxel x ∈ X is simple for X if N ∗(x) ∩ Xis reduible. If x ∈ X is simple for X , we say that X \ {x} is an elementarythinning of X .Thus, a omplex X ∈ V
3 is reduible if and only if it is possible to redue Xto a single voxel by iteratively removing simple voxels. Observe that a reduibleomplex is neessarily non-empty and onneted.In Fig. 2 (a), the voxel a is simple for X (N ∗(a) ∩ X is made of a singlevoxel), the voxel d is not simple for X (N ∗(d) ∩ X is not onneted), the voxel

h is simple for X (N ∗(h) ∩ X is made of two voxels that are 2-neighbors and isreduible).In [5℄, it was shown that the above de�nition of a simple voxel is equivalent tolassial haraterizations based on onnetivity properties of the voxel's neigh-borhood [17,18,19,20,2℄. An equivalene was also established with a de�nitionbased on the operation of ollapse [21℄, this operation is a disrete analogue ofa ontinuous deformation (a homotopy), see also [15,3,2℄.The notion of a simple voxel allows one to de�ne thinnings of a omplex, seean illustration Fig. 2 (b).Let X, Y ∈ V
3. We say that Y is a thinning of X or that X is reduible to

Y , if there exists a sequene 〈X0, ..., Xk〉 suh that X0 = X , Xk = Y , and Xi isan elementary thinning of Xi−1, i = 1, ..., k.Thus, a omplex X is reduible if and only if it is reduible to a single voxel.4 Critial KernelsLet X be a omplex in V
3. It is well known that, if we remove simultaneously(in parallel) simple voxels from X , we may �hange the topology� of the originalobjet X . For example, the two voxels f and g are simple for the objet X de-pited Fig. 2 (a). Nevertheless X \{f, g} has two onneted omponents whereas

X is onneted.



In this setion, we reall a framework for thinning in parallel disrete objetswith the warranty that we do not alter the topology of these objets [3,4,5℄. Thismethod is valid for omplexes of arbitrary dimension.Let d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and let C ∈ V
3. We say that C is a d-lique or a lique if

∩{x ∈ C} is a d-fae. If C is a d-lique, d is the rank of C.If C is made of solely two distint voxels x and y, we note that C is a d-liqueif and only if x and y are d-neighbors, with d ∈ {0, 1, 2}.Let X ∈ V
3 and let C ⊆ X be a lique. We say that C is essential for X ifwe have C = D whenever D is a lique suh that:i) C ⊆ D ⊆ X ; andii) ∩{x ∈ C} = ∩{x ∈ D}.Observe that any omplex C that is made of a single voxel is a lique (a3-lique). Furthermore any voxel of a omplex X onstitutes a lique that isessential for X .In Fig. 2 (a), {f, g} is a 2-lique that is essential for X , {b, d} is a 0-liquethat is not essential for X , {b, c, d} is a 0-lique essential for X , {e, f, g} is a1-lique essential for X .De�nition 3. Let S ∈ V

3. The K-neighborhood of S, written K(S), is the setmade of all voxels that are adjaent to eah voxel in S. We set K∗(S) = K(S)\S.We note that we have K(S) = N (x) whenever S is made of a single voxel x.We also observe that we have S ⊆ K(S) whenever S is a lique.De�nition 4. Let X ∈ V
3 and let C be a lique that is essential for X . We saythat the lique C is regular for X if K∗(C) ∩ X is reduible. We say that C isritial for X if C is not regular for X .Thus, if C is a lique that is made of a single voxel x, then C is regular for

X if and only if x is simple for X .In Fig. 2 (a), the liques C1 = {b, c, d}, C2 = {f, g}, and C3 = {f, h} areessential for X . We have K∗(C1)∩X = ∅, K∗(C2)∩X = {e, h}, and K∗(C3)∩X =
{g}. Thus, C1 and C2 are ritial for X , while C3 is regular for X .The following result is a onsequene of a general theorem that holds foromplexes of arbitrary dimensions [3,5℄, see an illustration Fig. 2 (a) and (b)where the omplexes X and Y satisfy the ondition of Th. 5.Theorem 5. Let X ∈ V

3 and let Y ⊆ X.The omplex Y is a thinning of X if any lique that is ritial for X ontains atleast one voxel of Y .5 A generi 3D parallel and asymmetri thinning shemeOur goal is to de�ne a subset Y of a voxel omplex X that is guaranteed toinlude at least one voxel of eah lique that is ritial for X . By Th. 5, thissubset Y will be a thinning of X .



Let us onsider the omplex X depited Fig. 3 (a). There are preisely threeliques that are ritial for X :- the 0-lique C1 = {b, c} (we have K∗(C1) ∩ X = ∅);- the 2-lique C2 = {a, b} (we have K∗(C2) ∩ X = ∅);- the 3-lique C3 = {b} (the voxel b is not simple).Suppose that, in order to build a omplex Y that ful�lls the ondition of Th.5, we selet arbitrarily one voxel of eah lique that is ritial for X . Followingsuh a strategy, we ould selet c for C1, a for C2, and b for C3. Thus, we wouldhave Y = X , no voxel would be removed from X . Now, we observe that theomplex Y ′ = {b} satis�es the ondition of Th. 5. This omplex is obtained byonsidering �rst the 3-liques before seleting a voxel in the 2-, 1-, or 0 liques.The omplex X of Fig. 3 (b) provides another example of suh a situation.There are preisely three liques that are ritial for X :- the 1-lique C1 = {e, f, g, h} (we have K∗(C1) ∩ X = ∅);- the 1-lique C2 = {e, d, g} (we have K∗(C2) ∩ X = ∅);- the 2-lique C3 = {e, g} (K∗(C3) ∩ X is not onneted).If we selet arbitrarily one voxel of eah ritial lique, we ould obtain theomplex Y = {f, d, g}. On the other hand, if we onsider the 2-liques beforethe 1-liques, we obtain either Y ′ = {e} or Y ′′ = {g}. In both ases the result isbetter in the sense that we remove more voxels from X .This disussion motivates the introdution of the following 3D asymmetriand parallel thinning sheme AsymThinningSheme(see also [4,5℄). The mainfeatures of this sheme are the following:- Taking into aount the observations made through the two previous examples,ritial liques are onsidered aording to their dereasing ranks (step 4). Thus,eah iteration is made of four sub-iterations (steps 4-8). Voxels that have beenpreviously seleted are stored in a set Y (step 8). At a given sub-iteration, weonsider voxels only in ritial liques inluded in X \ Y (step 6).- Select is a funtion from V
3 to V 3, the set of all voxels. More preisely, Selectassoiates, to eah set S of voxels, a unique voxel x of S. We refer to suh afuntion as a seletion funtion. This funtion allows us to selet a voxel in agiven ritial lique (step 7). A possible hoie is to take for Select(S), the �rstpixel of S in the lexiographi order of the voxels oordinates.- In order to ompute urvilinear or surfae skeletons, we have to keep othervoxels than the ones that are neessary for the preservation of the topology ofthe objet X . In the sheme, the set K orresponds to a set of features thatwe want to be preserved by a thinning algorithm (thus, we have K ⊆ X).This set K, alled onstraint set , is updated dynamially at step 10. SkelX isa funtion from X on {True, False} that allows us to keep some skeletal voxelsof X , e.g., some voxels belonging to parts of X that are surfaes or urves. Forexample, if we want to obtain urvilinear skeletons, a popular solution is to set

SkelX(x) = True whenever x is a so-alled end voxel of X : an end voxel is avoxel that has exatly one neighbor inside X ; see Fig. 7(a) a skeleton obtained inthis way. However, this solution is limited and does not permit to obtain surfaeskeletons. Better propositions for suh a funtion will be introdued in setion 6.
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d(a) (b)Fig. 3. Two omplexes.By onstrution, at eah iteration, the omplex Y at step 9 satis�es theondition of Th. 5. Thus, the result of the sheme is a thinning of the originalomplex X . Observe also that, exept step 4, eah step of the sheme may beomputed in parallel.Algorithm 1: AsymThinningSheme(X,SkelX)Data: X ∈ V
3, SkelX is a funtion from X on {True, False}Result: X

K := ∅;1 repeat2
Y := K;3 for d← 3 to 0 do4

Z := ∅;5 foreah d-lique C ⊆ X \ Y that is ritial for X do6
Z := Z ∪ {Select(C)};7

Y := Y ∪ Z;8
X := Y ;9 foreah voxel x ∈ X \K suh that SkelX(x) = True do K := K ∪ {x};10 until stability ;11 Fig. 4 provides an illustration of the sheme AsymThinningSheme. Let usonsider the omplex X depited in (a). We suppose in this example that wedo not keep any skeletal voxel, i.e., for any x ∈ X , we set SkelX(x) = False.The traes of the liques that are ritial for X are represented in (b), the traeof a lique C is the fae f = ∩{x ∈ C}. Thus, the set of the liques that areritial for X is preisely omposed of six 0-liques, two 1-liques, three 2-liques,and one 3-lique. In () the di�erent sub-iterations of the sheme are illustrated(steps 4-8):- when d = 3, only one lique is onsidered, the dark grey voxel is seletedwhatever the seletion funtion;- when d = 2, all the three 2-liques are onsidered sine none of these liquesontains the above voxel. Voxels that ould be seleted by a seletion funtionare depited in medium grey;



(a) (b) ()
(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)Fig. 4. (a): A omplex X made of preisely 12 voxels. (b): The traes of theliques that are ritial for X . (): Voxels that have been seleted by the algo-rithm. (d): The result Y of the �rst iteration. (e): The traes of the 4 liquesthat are ritial for Y . (f): The result of the seond iteration. (g) and (h): Twoother possible seletions at the �rst iteration.- when d = 1, only one lique is onsidered, a voxel that ould be seleted isdepited in light grey;- when d = 0, no lique is onsidered sine eah of the 0-liques ontains at leastone voxel that has been previously seleted.After these sub-iterations, we obtain the omplex depited in (d). The �gures (e)and (f) illustrate the seond iteration, at the end of this iteration the omplexis redued to a single voxel. In (g) and (h) two other possible seletions at the�rst iteration are given.Of ourse, the result of the sheme may depend on the hoie of the seletionfuntion. This is the prie to be paid if we try to obtain thin skeletons. Forexample, some arbitrary hoies have to be made for reduing a two voxels wideribbon to a simple urve.In the sequel of the paper, we take for Select(S), the �rst pixel of S in thelexiographi order of the voxels oordinates.Fig. 5 shows another illustration, on bigger objets, of AsymThinningSheme.Here also, for any x ∈ X , we have SkelX(x) = False (no skeletal voxel). Theresult is alled an ultimate asymmetri skeleton.



Fig. 5. Ultimate asymmetri skeletons obtained by using AsymThinningSheme.6 Isthmus-based asymmetri thinningIn this setion, we show how to use our generi sheme AsymThinningSheme inorder to get a proedure that omputes either urvilinear or surfae skeletons.This thinning proedure preserves a onstraint set K that is made of �isthmuses�.Intuitively, a voxel x of an objet X is said to be a 1-isthmus (resp. a 2-isthmus) if the neighborhood of x orresponds - up to a thinning - to the one ofa point belonging to a urve (resp. a surfae) [5℄.We say that X ∈ V
3 is a 0-surfae if X is preisely made of two voxels x and

y suh that x ∩ y = ∅.We say that X ∈ V
3 is a 1-surfae (or a simple losed urve) if:i) X is onneted; and ii) For eah x ∈ X , N ∗(x) ∩ X is a 0-surfae.De�nition 6. Let X ∈ V

3, let x ∈ X .We say that x is a 1-isthmus for X if N ∗(x) ∩ X is reduible to a 0-surfae.We say that x is a 2-isthmus for X if N ∗(x) ∩ X is reduible to a 1-surfae.We say that x is a 2+-isthmus for X if x is a 1-isthmus or a 2-isthmus for X .Our aim is to thin an objet, while preserving a onstraint set K that ismade of voxels that are deteted as k-isthmuses during the thinning proess.We obtain urvilinear skeletons with k = 1, surfae skeletons with k = 2, andsurfae/urvilinear skeletons with k = 2+. These three kinds of skeletons maybe obtained by using AsymThinningSheme, with the funtion SkelX de�ned asfollows:
SkelX(x) =

{

True if x is a k-isthmus,
False otherwise,with k ∈ {1, 2, 2+}.



x x x

(a) (b) (c)Fig. 6. In this �gure, a voxel is represented by its entral point. (a): A voxel xand the set N (x)∩X (blak points). (b): A set S whih is a 1-surfae,N ∗(x)∩Xis reduible to S, thus x is a 2-isthmus. for X . (): A voxel x and the setN (x)∩X(blak points). The voxel x is a 1-isthmus for X .Observe there is the possibility that a voxel belongs to a k-isthmus at a givenstep of the algorithm, but not at further steps. This is why previously detetedisthmuses are stored (see line 10 of AsymThinningSheme).In Fig. 7(b-f), we show a urvilinear skeleton, a surfae skeleton and a sur-fae/urvilinear skeleton obtained by our method from the same objet.7 ConlusionWe introdued an original generi sheme for asymmetri parallel topology-preserving thinning of 3D objets made of voxels, in the framework of riti-al kernels. We saw that from this sheme, one an easily derive several thin-ning operators having spei� behaviours, simply by hanging the de�nition ofskeletal points. In partiular, we showed that ultimate, urvilinear, surfae, andsurfae/urvilinear skeletons an be obtained, based on the notion of 1D/2Disthmuses.A key point, in the implementation of the algorithms proposed in this paper,is the detetion of ritial liques and isthmus voxels. In [5℄, we showed that it ispossible to detet ritial liques thanks to a set of masks, in linear time. We alsoshowed that the on�gurations of 1D and 2D isthmuses may be pre-omputed bya linear-time algorithm and stored in lookup tables. Finally, based on a breadth-�rst strategy, the whole method an be implemented to run in O(n) time, where
n is the number of voxels of the input 3D image.In an extended paper, in preparation, we will show how to deal with therobustness to noise issue thanks to the notion of isthmus persistene. We willalso ompare our method with all existing asymmetri parallel skeletonizationalgorithms ating in the 3D ubi grid.



(a) (b)

() (d)
(e) (f)Fig. 7. Asymmetri skeletons obtained by using AsymThinningSheme. (a): thefuntion SkelX is based on end voxels. (b,,d): the funtion SkelX is based on

k-isthmuses, with k = 1, 2 and 2+ respetively. (e,f): detail of (,d) respetively.
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